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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Following the end of the Cold War, post-conflict democratisation
has rarely occurred without a significant international involvement.
This contribution argues that an explanation of the outcomes of
post-conflict democratisation requires more than an examination
of external actors, their mission mandates or their capabilities and
deficiencies. In addition, there is a need to study domestic elites, their
preferences and motivations, as well as their perceptions of and their
reactions to external interference. Moreover, the patterns of external–
internal interactions may explain the trajectory of state-building and
democracy promotion efforts. These issues deserve more attention
from both scholars and practitioners in the fields of peace- and statebuilding, democracy promotion, regime transition and elite research.
Analyses of external actors and domestic elites in post-conflict
democratisation should therefore address three principal issues: (1)
the identification of relevant domestic elites in externally induced
or monitored state-building and democratisation processes, (2) the
dynamics of external–domestic interactions and (3) the impact of
these interactions on the outcomes of post-conflict democratisation.

Domestic elites; external
actors; interaction; peacebuilding; post-conflict
democratisation; statebuilding

Introduction
Despite intensive international efforts, only very few post-conflict societies make a transition to electoral democracy, and even fewer to liberal democracy.1 Standard explanations
suggest that post-conflict societies lack the capacity to implement and sustain the complex
and costly institutions required for democracy,2 that bad neighbourhoods and a lack of
linkages to the West negatively influence post-conflict democratisation,3 and that the legacies of war and violent conflict (such as ethnic fragmentation, political tensions and the
emergence of a war economy) hinder successful transition to democracy.4 Modern peaceand state-building missions are designed to address these deficits through an expanded
mandate including security-building, socio-economic development, societal reconciliation
and democracy promotion.5 However, scholars argue that due to a lack of context sensitivity,
coordination problems among peace-builders, their inability to learn from past mistakes
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and the intra-organisational constraints that peace-builders face, peace- and state-building
missions are largely incapable of compensating for the aforementioned deficits.6
These arguments are plausible, as they explain in part why democracy is so difficult to
achieve in a post-conflict context. However, taking into consideration theoretical and empirical work not only on post-conflict state-building and democracy promotion but also on the
role of agency in transition, we suggest that a key explanatory factor has not yet been sufficiently studied: the role of domestic elites and their interactions with external actors. Experts
on state-building and democracy promotion predominantly analyse post-conflict democratisation through the lenses of external actors, overlooking the contributions of domestic
actors. In turn, democratic transition studies do not systematically factor in the influence
of external actors on post-conflict transitions. We believe that it is important to connect
these approaches, as post-conflict democratisation is driven both by external actors (such
as peace-builders, democracy promoters and foreign aid providers) and domestic actors.
We argue that post-conflict democratisation cannot be understood without accounting for domestic elites. The nature of the interactions between these elites and external
state-building and democracy-promoting actors is not yet well understood, as complex
interaction dynamics must be taken into account. In our perspective, the idea of a two-level
game should be applied to post-conflict democratisation contexts to adequately capture
those interactions. In addition to this descriptive perspective, and in line with the findings of
recent studies,7 we suggest that those interaction dynamics substantially influence the outcomes of post-conflict democratisation. Thus, this special issue advances the study of agency
in externally induced or monitored transitions to democracy in conflict-riven societies.
Our subject of inquiry is located at the intersection of research on post-conflict state-building, democracy promotion, regime transition and elites. One of our central aims therefore
is to bridge and connect these different strands of research, demonstrating how and to what
extent they are all relevant for the study of post-conflict democratisation. In the remainder
of this article, we delineate the topic of this special issue. In the first section, we examine the
role of external actors in democracy promotion and in post-conflict state-building. The second section explores the role of domestic elites in democratic transition and state-building.
It is a crucial but complex task to determine which types of elites and which types of elite
conflicts are relevant in the post-conflict setting. The third section analyses the interaction
dynamics among domestic elites and external actors in post-conflict democratisation. We
argue that external influence is not a constant and that it is important to study how external
actors adjust their demands in the course of the interaction process with domestic actors.
The fourth section summarises the research agenda of this special issue of Conflict, Security
& Development and points out the specific contributions made by the individual articles.
They provide theoretical as well as empirical insights, ranging from an overview of the
universe of cases to in-depth case studies from South-East Europe, sub-Sahara Africa and
Central America. In addition, this introduction intends to set the stage for future research
on the interactions between external and domestic actors in democratisation processes.

The role of external actors in democracy promotion and post-conflict statebuilding
Since the end of the Cold War, the international community has become increasingly active
in promoting democracy,8 following either a political (direct) or a developmental (indirect)
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approach.9 External actors pursuing a political approach directly foster the establishment of
core democratic institutions such as free and fair elections, a multi-party system, free media,
civil society and a catalogue of political rights and civil liberties.10 They support democratic
capacity-building among domestic actors by investing in the democratic socialisation and
professionalisation of members of parliaments and state administrations, journalists, business elites and civil society leaders.11 In turn, actors pursuing a developmental approach
support socio-economic development and the technical dimensions of state-building. Thus,
the developmental approach has an indirect impact by promoting favourable conditions
for democratisation.12
The international community’s turn towards democracy promotion has also left its mark
on conflict-riven societies and international efforts to establish peaceful functioning states.13
The general expectation is that democratisation will provide a solid basis from which to
address the challenges of state-building after violent conflict.14 Under the leadership of the
United Nations (UN), international actors have relied on formal democratisation to guide
processes of reconstituting post-conflict states, and elections have served as the starting
point for democratisation and state-building efforts. With the publication of the ‘Agenda
for Democratization’ in 1996,15 the UN defined its role in the global move towards democracy, including post-conflict societies. On this basis, the UN Department of Peacekeeping
Operations has supported and directed peace operations on all continents, with the explicit
aim of promoting democratisation.16 Over the last two decades, UN missions with democracy-promoting mandates have been sent to Afghanistan, Angola, Burundi, Cambodia,
the Central African Republic, Croatia, the Democratic Republic of Congo, East Timor,
Ethiopia, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Haiti, Kosovo, Liberia, Macedonia, Sierra Leone and Sudan/South
Sudan.17 Furthermore, regional organisations such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO), the European Union (EU) and the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE) and various ad hoc coalitions of states have been engaging in post-conflict
missions that include efforts to develop democratic governance.18 Cases include Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Afghanistan and Iraq. In the period from 2000 to 2010, the members
of the Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) paid approximately US$ 389 billion as official development assistance (ODA) to fragile and post-conflict
countries.19 Additionally, many post-conflict scenarios are characterised by a significant
involvement of international non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in state-building
and democracy assistance. The number of missions and actors and the amount of money
invested provide an idea of the extent of international involvement in post-conflict transitions towards democracy.
However, promoting democracy in post-conflict societies is not an easy task.20 The challenges and dilemmas of international democracy promotion in post-conflict contexts seem
to be more difficult to resolve than in developing contexts.21 Large-n empirical evidence
is thus far inconclusive. While some studies have shown that the presence of international
peace- and state-building missions increases the likelihood of post-conflict democratisation,22 others are less optimistic and find a negative effect23 or no effect at all.24
The overwhelming majority of qualitative studies on post-conflict democratisation focus
on the contribution of external actors in peace-building missions.25 They have assessed the
structure of such missions, their mandates and the implemented programmes and strategies,
as well as the legitimacy of externally led democratisation and state-building.26 Some seek
to discover the impact of such missions on peace-building, arriving at tentative conclusions
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about the potential negative consequences of democracy promotion for peace.27 They make
strong arguments about the organisational shortcomings of donor governments (such as
the United States), international organisations (such as the UN or the EU) and NGOs, and
point to co-operation problems among the multiple external actors working in post-conflict
societies as an impediment for successful peace missions.28
When referring to post-conflict democratisation, we highlight in particular democratic
institution-building and democratic capacity-building, i.e. the empowerment of domestic
actors to comply with democratic rules. Whether, to what extent, and how external actors
can influence the formation of democratic institutions in post-conflict environments is an
intriguing question. Case studies have revealed the specific circumstances under which
external actors are (in-)capable of inducing or imposing formally democratic institutions.29
A frequently employed approach is political power-sharing, which is based on the idea that
two or more ethno-national groups can jointly govern and take decisions by consensus.
Power-sharing involves institutional arrangements such as proportional representation, the
creation of grand coalitions including representatives from all relevant groups, federalism,
or the granting of group autonomy rights.30 A paradigmatic case of power-sharing is the
General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1995), which includes
in Annex 4 a textbook-like constitution for a ‘consociational democracy’.31 However, scholars
have become increasingly sceptical about power-sharing’s effectiveness, given the blockade
in Bosnia and Herzegovina’s political system that has persisted for more than 20 years since
the signing of the Dayton agreement.32
No less intriguing is the question of how and to what extent external actors can influence democratic capacity-building among domestic actors. A durable establishment and
consolidation of democracy is possible only if domestic actors are willing to play according
to democratic rules of the game.33 However, the acceptance of democratic rules is difficult
to achieve immediately after a violent conflict, as it obliges warring factions to quickly
transform into political parties that use words instead of weapons to promote their interests. External actors seek, but have not yet found, a blueprint to support the post-conflict
capacity-building of political actors.34 The legitimacy, local acceptance and effectiveness of
such endeavours are contested. International interference suffers from a legitimacy deficit,
given that external actors use undemocratic means to promote or even impose democratic
institutions.35 Both highly intrusive ‘heavy footprint’ missions (e.g. UN interim administrations as in Kosovo and supervision missions by an ad hoc coalition as in Bosnia and
Herzegovina) and less intrusive ‘light footprint’ monitoring missions (e.g. Afghanistan)
struggle with local ‘resistance’ against external interference 36 and ‘resilience of the local
political culture in the face of foreign norms’.37 Even the experiences of democracy assistance channelled via NGOs are ambiguous: while some researchers have argued that nonstate actors often do a better job in tailoring democracy aid to local needs and that it may
be advantageous for aid to bypass the governments in recipient countries38, others have
pointed to difficulties of selecting the right counterparts on the ground and the problem of
‘grant eaters’ that are more accountable to external donors than to the local community.39
Ultimately, the rather unsatisfactory outcomes raise questions about the effectiveness of
democratic capacity-building.40
In light of these challenges, there is increasing acknowledgement among researchers
and practitioners that there are no quick fixes or blueprint solutions, that the international
community must be more sensitive to the specific context in which it is intervening, and
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that there is a need to gather more profound knowledge about the history of targeted
countries and to engage domestic actors in the peace- and state-building process. However,
despite their emphasis on actors, none of the abovementioned studies takes into account
agency-oriented approaches to the study of democratic transition.

The role of domestic elites
The majority of studies on democracy promotion and post-conflict democratisation focus
on external actors to explain the effectiveness (or the lack thereof) of democracy promotion
and state-building, thereby reducing the agency of domestic actors to ‘compliance’, ‘partial
compliance’, or ‘non-compliance’ with external demands.41 In turn, the role of domestic elites
and in particular the power struggles between domestic elites and international actors (as
well as power struggles among domestic elites) have largely been neglected.
Elites as contested concept
One reason for the neglect of the influence of domestic elites is the lack of consensus on
the concept of elites among researchers from different disciplinary and epistemological
backgrounds.42 The most basic contestation is whether the elite should be considered a
unitary group or instead be analysed as several entities. For the sake of reducing complexity, researchers have sometimes treated elites as unitary, potentially masking ‘important
cleavages, which frequently derive from different conceptions of interests and alternative
rank orderings of these preferences’.43 In fact, due to the division of modern societies into
multiple spheres with distinct and potentially independent bases of social power, as well as
the division of labour, ‘the elite’ are in fact pluralistic ‘elites’.44
In addition, there is contention between scholars following a Marxist perspective that
conceives of elites as individuals who occupy a dominant position within social relations45
and those preferring a Weberian definition of ‘class’ based on the possession of power and
resources. For example, Khan defines elites as those ‘who have vastly disproportionate control over or access to a resource’46 (such as decision-making power, knowledge, legitimacy,
money, time, or human capital), which offers this group distinct advantages. Supporters
of the former approach focus on a highly exclusive, small group of individuals defined as
relevant in politics. However, exclusive emphasis on these individuals risks ignoring intermediary groups such as civil society organisations and the majority of the non-represented,
disadvantaged, or underprivileged.47 Supporters of the latter approach are foremost interested in the structure of relationships that empower or enrich particular position-holders.
As a result, they simplify the complex dynamics between position-holders and groups in a
society to a dichotomy of (organised) elites versus (unorganised) masses.48
Finally, elites have been identified as engines of inequality, which gives the term a
rather negative connotation.49 Scholars tend to ‘code ‘elites’ as the mark of a social problem’ and associate the term with illegitimacy, clientelism, rent-seeking and corruption.50
Consequently, some researchers avoid to use the concept of ‘elites’ and prefer alternative
labels such as ‘actors’ or ‘players’.
These debates notwithstanding, we find the term ‘elites’ valuable to conceptualise those
domestic actors that substantially influence post-conflict transition. We borrow from Higley
and Burton’s pioneering studies in transition research, who define elites as ‘persons who are
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able, by virtue of their authoritative positions in powerful organizations and movements
of whatever kind, to affect national political outcomes regularly and substantially. […] [N]
ational elites can be defined as top position-holders in the largest or most resource-rich
political, governmental, economic, military, professional, communications, and cultural
organizations and movements in a society’.51 While studies on the role of elites in democratic
transitions have mostly focused on political elites, Higley and Burton’s definition broadens
the view and suggests that other types of elites might be influential in processes of social
and political change.
In post-conflict scenarios, a multitude of domestic state and non-state actors contribute
to the (re)building of the state. It is not solely the ‘victorious elites of a post-war society’52
or the ‘gatekeeper elites’53 who impact democratisation on the domestic side. Studies of
post-conflict democratisation should therefore take into account relevant domestic actors
from different spheres of society. By ‘relevant’, we mean actors who substantially influence
the shape of democratic institutions, dispose of decision-making authority in planning
and implementing reforms, or have the potential to veto such processes and constrain
post-conflict governments in their interactions with external actors, as well as those who
are allowed to compete for political office.
Among the relevant domestic elites, political elites are position-holders who build institutions and are entitled to take authoritative political decisions and implement these decisions. Political elites thereby construct and implement new political orders and become key
players in (post-conflict) transition.54 They shape the institutional order and, in turn, the
institutional order shapes their behaviour; in the course of institutional change, the people
adapt to the new practices.55 Domestic political elites can be further differentiated into
ruling and oppositional political elites. Ruling political elites are similar to Linz and Stepan’s
‘state elites’, who are ‘the core group that is in day-by-day control of the state apparatus’.56
Oppositional elites, in turn, are ‘those groups that openly struggle to win office’.57 Barnett
and Zürcher make a different distinction according to geographic location, identifying two
sets of elites that can be found in any country: ‘state elites’, that are located in the capital,
and ‘sub-national elites’, who want autonomy from the central government to preserve their
power in the countryside.58 Whereas state elites want to maintain power, ‘those outside the
capital city often have independent powers that enable them to either block or frustrate any
dreams of centralization by state elites’.59
However, domestic elites relevant to (post-conflict) democratisation are not found exclusively in the political arena and may not necessarily be state actors only. Economic elites play
an enormous role in transition, generating and providing the financial resources necessary
for (post-conflict) democratisation,60 while security elites control the security forces (both
regular forces, such as the military and the police, and irregular forces, such as criminal
networks and rebel groups) and can therefore easily return a post-conflict country to a
state of turmoil.61 Another important role of elites is to interpret and define social reality
and thereby influence public opinion and the preference-formation of large parts of the
society. Accordingly, civil society elites (that is, leaders of civil society organisations, popular
writers, artists and intellectuals, but also religious elites and elders) can also play such a role,
challenging incumbent political elites through their activities.62
The boundaries between these different types of elites quickly become blurred in modern
post-conflict situations.63 ‘State’ and ‘non-state’ are highly contested concepts in post-war
contexts, since the state as a fixed frame (for the most part) does not exist. Often, relevant
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individuals are leading politicians and economic or security entrepreneurs at the same time.
To account for this overlap, we propose to take into account economic, security, media,
religious and civil society elites in the analysis of post-conflict democratisation and the
associated domestic–external interaction processes once they become politically relevant
actors that ‘start interfering directly in the political game, either by participating in the
day-by-day control of the state apparatus or by trying to win office’.64
Domestic elites and democratic transition
Agency-centred approaches to the study of democratic transition have long pointed to the
crucial influence of domestic actors. Democratic transitions have thus been interpreted as
an outcome of the iterated strategic decision-making of politically relevant actors, keeping
in mind the fact that actors are constrained by structural conditions such as economic
growth and the level of socio-economic development.65
Drawing on a broad range of historical examples of regime change, empirical-descriptive
transition studies highlight actor strength and actor strategy as the most important factors
shaping the transition to democracy.66 Elite-oriented approaches consider pacts to be an
auspicious transition mode for future democratic consolidation. According to Higley and
Burton, a consensus between outgoing and incoming elites on decision-making procedures,
basic values and institutional reform is necessary to achieve democratisation.67 In the long
run, this consensus allows for nonviolent conflict management and facilitates co-operation,
trust-building and the willingness to compromise, which in turn guarantee the survival of
democracy. Elite consensus is an expression of commitment to the democratic rules of the
game. Once the political elites abide by those rules, the electorate is likely to accept democracy as a legitimate political system.68
Deductive-analytical variants of transition studies have resorted to game theory to model
the sequences of choices that ruling and oppositional elites might make in the face of
uncertainty over their future political influence.69 In his seminal study ‘Democracy and
the Market’, Przeworski conceptualises democratisation as a result of strategic situations
in which authoritarian incumbents and their political opponents enter into alliances in an
effort to promote their interests.70 In this perspective, democratisation is an outcome of
bargaining by rational actors who either are in favour of democracy or hesitantly acquiesce to democratic reforms. More recent contributions by Acemoglu and Robinson, Boix
and Dunning factor in the role of the masses and the threat of revolution when showing
that actors interact strategically in transitions and that their choices are determined by the
expected redistributive consequences of reform policies.71
Although both the democracy promotion and the state-building literature on the one
hand and the elite-centred transition literature on the other examine the role of actors in
democratisation, there has been an evident lack of dialogue between these different strands
of research. The literature on elites acknowledges that profound political crises, such as the
attainment of national independence, defeat in warfare, outbreak of a revolution, or civil
war, are pivotal events that often produce changes in elites and regimes. Many crises, in
turn, derive from confrontations between old ruling elites and new oppositional elites.72
However, with their focus on domestic actors, elite-oriented approaches neglect what recent
analyses of democracy promotion and post-conflict state-building have hinted at, namely
the influence of external actors on democratisation processes.73 At the same time, few recent
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studies on state-building have adopted the perspective of domestic elites in post-conflict
countries whose transition processes are externally monitored, supervised, or administered.
There is clearly a need to systematically investigate the importance of domestic elites, how
domestic elites interact with external actors, and how these interactions influence the outcomes of post-conflict democratisation.
Domestic elites and state-building
When speaking about domestic actors in post-conflict societies, numerous groups and
individuals come to mind: members of the executive, legislature and judiciary, business
people and journalists, leaders of political parties and unions, commanders of security
forces and warlords, representatives of religious groups, traditional authorities and elders,
as well as civil society organisations and the population in general. Which of those actors
belong to the politically relevant elite, and which of them have a chance to become part of
the state elite – that is, who is allowed to compete for office and who has the right to decide
upon institutions, to carry out reforms, and to implement decisions? This issue is highly
contested in post-conflict societies, especially when there is debate over whether various
political, economic, social, cultural, or ethnic groups truly belong to the society.74
Additionally, elites are not always fixed when external actors arrive; in fact, they may
appear to be a ‘network of complex, shifting relations, often among personalities rather than
groups’.75 This makes it difficult for state-builders and democracy promoters to determine
their counterparts for purposes of negotiation, and also for scholars to identify the relevant
actors to analyse. Although domestic elites play a central role in post-conflict state-building and democratisation, and external actors increasingly influence this process, ‘not very
much is known about the process of elite formation in highly internationalized settings,
such as post-war societies, or about the interaction of national elites and external actors in
particular’, as Hensell and Gerdes cogently argue.76 Exceptions include single-case studies
on elites in countries such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, and several comparative studies on
interim governments and international peace missions.77
Studies focusing on highly intrusive settings of UN-led interim administrations indicate
that these administrations influence the ‘construction’78 or ‘formation’79 of political elites
– i.e. the recruitment and socialisation of politicians – through their impact on interim
governing rules, on national elites’ ‘opportunity structures’ and on the creation of a domestic
multi-party system.80 They choose ‘who rules by select[ing] or exclud[ing] individuals and
organizations for political leadership roles’; they create ‘incentives that shape tactics and
strategies which elites and aspiring elites will use to gain or retain power’; and they shape
‘beliefs about the scope and purpose of government and about the limits of acceptable
behaviour within the political system’.81
Thereby, interim governments affect which groups acquire access to political power and
influence the expectations and strategies of these elites to remain in power once the interim
government is converted into permanent institutional arrangements.82 It is highly likely that
those who obtain early access to power (or in fact, remain in power, as Manning shows)83
are more likely to shape the constitution-drafting process and consequently the new rules
of the game. Furthermore, these elites are more likely to have access to information about
external actors’ preferences as well as their strengths and weaknesses; they are more likely
to gain access to resources, to quickly create political parties and thus to campaign more
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successfully for democratic elections; and they are more likely to enjoy some sort of legitimacy in the eyes of the voters, since they have already served in office.84 Whether external
actors contribute to elite formation to the same extent in less intrusive surroundings (such
as monitoring missions and development co-operation settings) remains to be investigated.

External actors and domestic elites: mapping their interactions
Although external actors and domestic elites have been separately researched, their interactions in post-conflict environments have thus far not received due attention. A growing
body of research explores the ‘hybridity’ of peace operations, reflecting the fact that they
increasingly comprise domestic and international actors, norms and institutions and produce post-conflict orders that are a mixture of liberal and illiberal elements.85 Studies of
‘peace-building from below’ focus on local (i.e. sub-state) actors and how they attempt
to exploit peace-building missions for ulterior purposes.86 Several case studies point to
strategic interactions between external and domestic actors as possible explanation for
state-builders’ inability to engineer liberal democracies in post-conflict countries.87 Yet,
very few studies on post-conflict democratisation have attempted a systematic theorisation
of external–domestic interactions.
Similarly, the larger literature on democratisation still struggles to bridge structural and
agency-centred approaches, and only selectively includes external factors (structures and
actors). For example, structural approaches explore how the level of globalisation, geographical proximity and dependency relationships between target states and external actors
determine the success of external interference;88 agency-centred approaches emphasise
how domestic political elites, on the basis of their principal values and calculations of the
internal and external costs and benefits of political change, decide whether or not to give
in to external demands.89
The most influential attempt to theorise the interwovenness of external and domestic
factors has been made by Levitsky and Way, who study the degree to which Western external actors and structures influence democratisation.90 They argue that the impact of the
international environment on democracy in a particular country operates along two dimensions: leverage (the vulnerability of the target state to external pressure) and linkage (the
density of ties between the external actor and the target state).91 While leverage reflects the
strength and credibility of Western pressure for democratisation, it is not enough to bring
about democratic change; otherwise, the West would have been equally effective across the
world in promoting democracy. Rather, linkages to the West also affect the motivation of
domestic actors to democratise. When political, social, economic, organisational, or cultural
ties and cross-border flows of trade and investment, people and communication between
a particular country and the West are dense, the international awareness of authoritarian
abuse rises and the costs of non-compliance with democratisation demands increase. In sum,
external actors are only able to strongly influence a target state if there is an asymmetrical
power relationship and a high degree of interdependence – in other words, if leverage is
high and linkages are dense.92
Although Levitsky and Way provide a more ‘detailed, elegant and far-reaching explanation of Western democracy promotion’ than many other theorists,93 Tolstrup challenges
their model for two reasons. First, he argues that a theory of external leverage and linkage
should not only identify the positive (Western) influences conducive to democracy, but
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also negative, counterproductive influences, which are neglected by Levitsky and Way.94
Second, Levitsky and Way’s model does not account for intra-regional variance. According
to them, the density of linkages should be similar for all countries within the same region,
as geographic proximity to the West is kept constant. Tolstrup criticises the determinism of
this claim as it erroneously portrays domestic elites as mere objects of external influence,
and argues that in reality, external influence in the same region varies.95
To overcome those shortcomings, Tolstrup introduces the concept of ‘gatekeeper elites’
who ‘actively facilitate or constrain ties to external actors’.96 In his view, these elites are most
exposed to the influence of external actors, but rather than being mere objects of external influence, they possess the capacity to shape external linkages and leverage. They may
decide to intensify or reduce relationships with external actors and a country’s linkages to
the outside. Gatekeeper elites can thus increase or decrease certain external actors’ leverage,
and they can develop new linkages on their own.97 According to Tolstrup, political elites
may have good reasons to restrain or facilitate the influence of external actors by either
cutting or building linkages, depending on how they believe such choices will influence
their chances of wielding political power.98
Tolstrup is correct to factor the role of domestic agency into the structure-oriented model
of linkage and leverage, and in his efforts to account for both positive and negative influences
on democratisation. However, in our view, the applicability of the linkage/leverage model to
post-conflict contexts is limited. The basic tenet of the model is that the strength of leverage
is conditioned by the linkages: external actors are able to exert influence on state-building
and the formation of elites only when their power is backed by dense linkages. The denser
the linkages, the more easily leverage is converted into influence. Thus, leverage cannot be
exploited to its full potential without the ‘glue’ of linkages.
In post-conflict contexts, the dynamics of linkage and leverage function in a different
way. First, the model assumes that it is the government or political elites in general who
are subject to leverage and (in Tolstrup’s model) able to condition linkages. However, in a
post-conflict setting, a functioning government is often inexistent. This creates opportunities for other powerful actors to influence external linkages, to interact with external actors
and to exploit these linkages for their personal gain (e.g. to perpetuate war economies or
influence the distribution of rents). From the perspective of the external actors, it is hence
not so much their leverage over a post-conflict country as such that makes them capable of
exerting influence; rather it is the leverage they hold over distinct groups within the country.
Therefore, understanding the dynamics of external–domestic interactions in post-conflict
settings presupposes the identification of politically relevant domestic elites that influence
the building of democratic institutions and the planning and implementation of reforms,
or have the potential to veto those processes.
Second, the model conceptualises external leverage as a structural factor. In Levitsky and
Way’s and also Tolstrup’s understanding, leverage represents the general vulnerability of
a state to the interests of Western powers, primarily due to economic factors. This implies
that external actors influence democratic transition from a rather remote position. But in
post-conflict situations, external actors are present on the ground and directly interfere in
everyday state-building and democratisation: they participate in agenda-setting, the drafting
of reform proposals and their implementation. Thus, leverage in post-conflict settings refers
to a specific situational leverage that state-builders hold over domestic elites.99 It is generally
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stronger when domestic elites depend on external resources and security guarantees and
when they rely on external support to obtain their political objectives.
Accounting for the special features of post-conflict settings calls into question another
assumption of the model, namely that leverage is unidirectional, with the direction of influence going from external actors to domestic elites. In fact, external influence is no one-way
street: external actors influence national elites’ opportunity structures and impose institutions from the outside, but domestic actors react to these attempts and influence external
actors’ interests and behaviour in turn. Domestic elites may choose to adopt external actors’
reform proposals, but they may also resist or try to modify them.100 Moreover, we argue that
domestic elites alter external actors’ preferences and calculations of how costly democracy
promotion will be in the specific post-conflict context. Thus, both groups of actors engage
in a dynamic and dense interaction process over norms and institutions.101 Approaches
such as those proposed by Levitsky and Way and Tolstrup fail to model these processes of
interaction and their effects on democratisation outcomes.
Finally, both Levitsky and Way and Tolstrup focus exclusively on the objective of democratisation and the ways how external and domestic actors may influence it. However, recent
scholarship has shown that in complex undertakings like state-building processes, different
actors may prioritise different objectives. Such conflicts of objectives can be extrinsic or
intrinsic: extrinsic conflicts of objectives emerge when the goal of achieving democratisation interferes with other objectives such as security, stabilisation, or socio-economic
development; intrinsic conflicts of objectives arise when different dimensions or sub-goals
of democratisation come into conflict with one another (e.g. free elections with power-sharing, ownership with donor control).102 Such conflicts occur frequently, and if they are not
managed well, democratisation gets impaired.103
In investigating the problem of conflicting interests in a post-war context, Barnett and
Zürcher model the interaction process between state-builders and state and sub-national
elites and argue that state-builders’ democratisation efforts may collide with the egoistic
calculations of domestic elites, leading to conflicts of preference.104 Zürcher et al. demonstrate that ‘domestic elites in post-war societies are keen to benefit from the resources –
both material and symbolic – that state-builders can bring, but they are less eager to adopt
democracy because they believe democratic reforms may endanger some or all of their
substantive interests’.105 Whereas state-builders prioritise the implementation of democratic
reforms, elites want to preserve their political power. As a consequence of democratisation,
victorious elites risk losing elections or empowering a strong domestic opposition. Hence,
state elites need to ensure that the reform process enhances or at least does not harm their
political and economic interests, and that it does not become a source of new security threats.
Sub-national elites aim to maximise their autonomy from the central government. At the
same time, however, both state and sub-national elites fear that lack of co-operation could
lead to the loss of the resources that state-builders supply.106
To account for these countervailing arguments, Zürcher et al. hypothesise that the external demand for democratisation creates domestic adoption costs (such as the potential loss
of executive power).107 If these costs are too high, domestic elites do not embrace democracy.
However, dependence on external actors’ resources (such as security guarantees or foreign
aid) strengthens external leverage, which in turn increases the costs of not engaging in
democratisation. As a consequence, the likelihood of implementing democratising reforms
increases. The most likely outcome is ‘compromised peace-building’, a mix of reforms and
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preservation of the status quo, which reflects both the desire of peace-builders for democratisation and the desire of domestic elites to ensure that reforms do not threaten their
power base.108
Exploring in more detail the encounters between external actors and domestic elites in
the everyday practice of post-conflict democracy promotion, Groß and Grimm identify
patterns of external–domestic interaction.109 Based on an empirical study of Croatia’s public
administration reform, they argue that policy reforms in democratising countries exposed
to external leverage are the result of negotiations between all stakeholders – external actors,
domestic governments and domestic third parties (here, trade unions). These negotiations
take place at various stages of the policy-cycle, including agenda-setting, policy-formulation, policy-adoption, policy-implementation and evaluation.110 Each side disposes of a set
of instruments to influence the negotiations. External actors resort to diplomacy, democracy assistance, conditionality and supervision. These instruments reflect the general level
of external leverage, with diplomacy having the least leverage and supervision the most.
Domestic actors respond by making use of diplomacy, take-over, slowdown, modification,
resistance and emancipation. A ranking of these domestic instruments is more difficult,
as they describe different variants of reform-supportive or reform-critical behaviour.111
For the purpose of this special issue, three relevant conclusions emerge. First, reform-making in a post-conflict context requires constant diplomatic exchange. External and domestic
actors continuously meet, talk and negotiate over the scope and scale of reforms. Second,
interactions change in character over time. In the early phase of policy-formulation, interactions are mostly not antagonistic, and proposals for democracy assistance on the external
side are usually well-received on the domestic side. However, once it comes to policy-adoption, interactions become more conflictive: external actors employ instruments of higher
leverage, whereas domestic actors might resort to slowdown, modification, or resistance
(i.e. reform-critical behaviour). As a result, the reform proposal may be significantly altered,
diverging substantially from the external actors’ original demands. Third, although donors
emphasise the importance of ‘local ownership’ in transition, an asymmetric relationship
persists, with external actors generally in the driver’s seat for the initiation of state-building
and democratisation reforms and with leverage due to financial and personal resources
they can supply.112

External–domestic interactions and their impact on post-conflict
democratisation
Since the end of the Cold War, post-conflict democratisation has rarely occurred without
significant international involvement. Scholars have therefore first and foremost examined
the nature and relevance of external actors to determine whether and how they can alter
domestic actors’ interests and preferences in favour of democratisation and support the
development of democratic institutions. Yet, we have argued that confronting the challenges of post-conflict democratisation requires more than that. In addition, we need to
take into account the domestic actors involved, their preferences and motivations, and their
perceptions of and their reactions to external interference. When investigating external
contributions to post-conflict democratisation (as has been done extensively over the last
two decades), one must also analyse domestic actors’ preferences and behaviour (an aspect
that has largely been overlooked) and the interaction dynamics between domestic elites
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and external state-building and democracy-promoting actors (which scholars are currently
starting to explore). Moreover, the patterns of external–internal interactions are a potential
explanatory factor for the fate of state-building and democracy promotion efforts.
Thus, we suggest that studies on external actors and domestic elites in post-conflict
democratisation need to grapple with three principal issues: (1) the identification of relevant domestic elites in externally induced or monitored state-building and democratisation
processes, (2) the dynamics of external–domestic interactions and (3) the impact of these
interactions on the outcomes of post-conflict democratisation. Although some studies have
begun to address these issues, they deserve further attention from both scholars and practitioners in the fields of peace- and state-building, democracy promotion, regime transition
and elite research. These topics are addressed in the articles assembled in this special issue.
Its contributions provide theoretical as well as empirical insights. Complementing our
introduction, Christoph Zürcher presents a theory of post-conflict peace-building and
democratisation based on the assumption that peace-building is a dynamic, interactive process between external peace-builders and domestic elites. Empirically, Zürcher explores the
universe of cases of peace-building missions that aimed at inducing political change toward
democracy, while the remaining three articles study cases from different world regions. They
present findings regarding the role of domestic elites and their interaction with external
actors in post-conflict democratisation in Guatemala (Zimmermann), Mozambique (Bunk)
and Kosovo (Groß). However, the principal issues identified here are also intended to serve
as building blocks for future research.
Identification of relevant domestic elites
Domestic elites play an important role in post-conflict state-building and democracy promotion. The majority of studies in these fields have focused on external contributions,
investigating the mandates and internal functioning of democracy-promoting organisations
and their field missions, but rarely systematically including the domestic side of post-conflict
democratisation in targeted countries. When peace- and state-building studies mention
domestic elites, they seldom offer clear conceptualisations of ‘the elites’, their formation and
their ‘bargains’.113 Thus, questions such as who the domestic elites are in post-conflict societies, how they are formed (with or without external interference) and how they influence
democratisation should be prioritised.
The special issue deepens the elite-theoretical component of our inquiry from the perspective of post-conflict studies by showing ways how to identify relevant domestic elites.
When conceptualising the actor variable, simple dichotomies like ‘elites versus masses’ that
pervade democratisation research should be avoided by always clearly identifying and naming the actors who are relevant in post-conflict democratisation. The articles in this special
issue employ the frequently-made differentiation into national, state, or central elites, on the
one hand, and sub-national, local or secondary elites, on the other. Zürcher distinguishes
central elites and secondary elites, the former referring to the ruling government, the latter
to ‘other relevant influential groups, such as entrenched provincial elites, militias, regional
power-brokers, conservative religious groups, etc.’.114 The case studies operate on different
levels of analysis: the contribution by Groß on municipal reforms in Kosovo concentrates on
local level actors; Bunk’s analysis of the decentralisation process in Mozambique covers the
interaction of external donors and domestic elites at the national as well as the local level;
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and Zimmermann’s study on international rule of law promotion in Guatemala focuses on
domestic elites at the national level.
Contributions also study the divisions and shifting alliances among elites, seeking to
identify important cleavages and diverging preferences that could explain specific outcomes
of interaction processes between domestic elites and external actors. One example is the
cleavage between state elites and sub-national elites, which Bunk addresses in her contribution on conflicting preferences in decentralisation.115 Cleavages and divisions might also be
conducive to the rise of new elites that challenge old incumbents or well-established oppositional leaders. Such elite shifts may especially, but not exclusively occur in post-conflict
environments, potentially bringing new political elites to power (which would challenge
Manning’s findings of high elite continuity in post-conflict settings).116 For example, in her
study of Guatemala, Zimmermann points out that the old oligarchy became increasingly
worried about the emergence of new economic elites (both business elites and organised
crime) in the post-conflict phase. By supporting a proposal for a rule of law commission,
the old guard hoped to limit the influence of these new elites.117
Dynamics of external–domestic interactions
Domestic elites interact with external actors in post-conflict democratisation. External–
domestic interactions go beyond the dichotomous conceptualisation of local ownership by
domestic elites and monitoring by external actors. Instead, post-conflict democratisation
is a dynamic process of bargaining between external actors and domestic elites over the
shape of democracy and the prioritisation of democratic institution-building in relation to
other objectives. During this process, ideas for post-conflict democratisation are exchanged,
norms are discussed, interests are revealed, institutions are created and reform proposals are
drafted. External actors may adjust their demands in the course of the interaction process
with domestic elites. On the domestic side, it is possible to observe local appropriation,
conditional endorsement and reservation about or rejection of democratic norms and institutions, as well as domestic elites’ efforts to either co-operate with or exploit external actors
for their political purposes.
In this vein, Zürcher highlights the relevance of the interests of domestic elites, their
bargaining power and their potential obstructive power in their interactions with external
actors to explain stalled processes of post-conflict state-building and democratisation.118
Whether a post-war state emerges as democratic or not depends to a large extent on the
bargaining process between domestic elites and peace-builders. This process is constrained
by a conflict of preferences: whereas peace-builders typically intend to achieve a more
democratic outcome, domestic elites very seldom fully embrace the peace-builders’ democratisation agenda.
The problem of diverging goals is highly relevant for the case of Kosovo.119 While
peace-builders emphasised stability and respect for the norms of democracy and minority
rights, local elites’ priorities centred on socio-economic development, political power and
the question of Kosovo’s status. During the external–domestic negotiations, domestic elites
consistently managed to capture democratic reforms. They succeeded in modifying reform
proposals in a way to satisfy their interests regarding socio-economic development, political
power and the status question.120
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Another interesting question is how domestic elites perceive external interference in
post-conflict democratisation and how they respond to it. In contrast to conventional
wisdom on international efforts to support state-building and democratisation, external–
domestic exchange is not a one-way street. Rather, it takes place in two directions, from
external actors to domestic elites and from domestic elites to external actors. External actors
propose norms and institutions to domestic actors and negotiate the contents with them.
Domestic actors challenge these norms and institutions and, in turn, propose revisions that
force external actors to rethink the meaning of the contested norms as well as the manner
of their implementation.
How domestic actors shape the external–domestic interaction becomes visible in the case
of international promotion of the rule of law in Guatemala.121 In 2004, the establishment of
an UN-sponsored international rule of law commission was rejected by Guatemalan political
elites, but in 2007, the establishment of the International Commission against Impunity
(CICIG) was approved by the Guatemalan Congress with a two-thirds majority. Neither
external pressure nor changes in the ruling elites due to electoral defeat can sufficiently
explain this outcome. Instead, the eventual approval of the CICIG can be explained through
the dynamics of the external–domestic interplay in negotiations over the content and shape
of the commission and in the reframing of its objectives. In an interactive process, external
rule of law promoters, ruling elites and a domestic pro-commission coalition modified the
institutional set-up and the mandate of the commission to make it fit elite interests and to
adapt it to the local Guatemalan rule of law discourse.122
Going beyond the nature and contents of external–domestic interactions, one should not
neglect the structural conditions such as neo-patrimonialism or clientelism in which such
interactions take place, as they are highly likely to shape their dynamics. In Mozambique’s
post-conflict transition, interactions between domestic political elites with external donors
took place at the state and the sub-state level in the context of the country’s decentralisation process.123 Empirical research at national and local levels supports the hypothesis that
informal power structures constitute a decisive factor shaping the processes of external–
domestic interaction and consequently post-conflict democratisation. Patterns of (political)
clientelism and preference formation at the national level are likewise reproduced at the
local level. In light of the blurred boundaries between the state, the government, the ruling
party and actors from the private sector and civil society, external and domestic actors act
at national and local levels outside the formal democratic realm.
Impact of external–domestic interactions
How and to what extent external–domestic interactions influence the outcomes of post-conflict democratisation is the third principal issue to be addressed. Knowing more about actors’
strategies and the patterns of interaction might also contribute to the study of the intended
and unintended consequences of external–domestic interactions. Authors including Barnett
and Zürcher (and their co-authors) and Groß and Grimm have already pointed to the
fact that certain interaction dynamics can hinder the implementation of specific policy
reforms.124 Zürcher argues that both external and domestic actors influence post-conflict
democratisation, although their preferences on what should be achieved do not necessarily
coincide. As a consequence of negotiations between external actors and domestic elites,
reform proposals are changed and adapted to local contexts. Whether externally demanded
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democratic norms and institutions are appropriated, conditionally endorsed, challenged or
rejected by domestic elites has an impact on democratisation trajectories.
All contributions to this special issue suggest that interaction dynamics might compromise state-building and democratisation. As a result, international peace-building missions rarely lead to prosperous democracy, as Zürcher shows in his study of 19 recent
peace-building missions.125 Even worse, external actors might (albeit unintendedly) increase
peace-building complexities at the local level, as in the case of Kosovo, or contribute to the
consolidation of neo-patrimonial behaviour on the part of domestic actors at the state and
sub-state levels, as is demonstrated in the case of Mozambique. In turn, when external actors
take domestic actors’ preferences and concerns seriously, they are more effective in promoting democracy and the rule of law. Once implemented, the Guatemalan CICIG fought
impunity and fostered capacity-building in a way that challenged Guatemalan elites; subsequently, elites were compelled to strengthen the rule of law beyond their original intent.126

A new research agenda
Together, the theoretical considerations and empirical studies included in this special issue
point to the dynamics of external–domestic interactions as a new explanation for the outcomes of post-conflict state-building and democratisation. Obviously, our endeavour represents a first attempt and findings must be refined and substantiated by further empirical
studies. We need to know more about which are the politically relevant domestic elites in
individual cases of post-conflict democratisation, how domestic elites and external actors
interact with one another, what strategies and instruments they use and what factors constrain external–domestic interactions. We are convinced that in this way, scholars will
develop a deeper understanding of post-conflict state-building and democratisation processes. This will allow them to explain more comprehensively the trajectory of post-conflict
democratisation and make more appropriate context-sensitive policy recommendations
to improve the record of international state-building and democracy promotion efforts in
post-conflict societies.
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